
Terms and Conditions 

This agreement is made and entered into this ____ day of _______, 20 ___ by and 
between TransportME LLC, located at 5014 W Round Prairie Ave, Williston, ND 58801, 
and __________________ , an individual residing at ___________________, in 
consideration of TransportME arranging transportation on my behalf for my 
child/children to be conveyed to and/or from school by means of a bus transport system 
provided by TransportME Bus Services.  

Transportation shall be provided in accordance with the following terms and conditions: 

1. Parents are responsible for reading and letting their child know the bus 
rules, terms and conditions of bus service. 

2. The cost of any damage to our property caused by a rider is the 
responsibility of the Parent/Guardian. 

3. No food or beverages on the bus except water unless required due to 
medical condition. $20 cleaning fee will be applied to your next bill for each 
time your child is caught eating on the bus. 

4. No-show babysitter / Caretaker: All parents are responsible for having 
supervision for the children at the drop-off location or suitable ability to 
enter the residence at the time of drop-off. In the event that the 
babysitter/caretaker is not at the drop-off location or the child has no 
ability to enter the residence a fee of $10.00 will be added to your following 
month’s invoice for a second drop off.  

5. Our cost-effective rates are based on group transportation (not taxi or limo 
fares).  

6. We will do our utmost to provide reasonable drive times, but our buses are 
remarkably busy during the hours of 630AM-8: 30 AM & 2:00PM-6: 00 PM. 
Drive times may change, depending on your location. 

7. Our rate per month is $150.00 per child. This is a monthly fee and will stay 
the same regardless of how many days of school there are in a month or if 
your child only utilizes the bus on certain days or times of days. We have 
limited capacity, and this saves your child(ren)’s spot(s) on the bus. 

8. All fees are prepaid and non-refundable. All billings are done electronically 
(3% charge will apply to all bills paid electronically). You will receive an 
electronic invoice via email. Full prepayment must be made by the due date 
established on the invoice in order to provide service. All prepaid 
transportation is nonrefundable. Kindly note that you will be charged a late 
fee of $5.00 each day until the day invoice has been paid. (This fee is for 
each child, not each bill) 

9. TransportME does not provide refunds or credit for absences, cancellations, 
holidays, school breaks, sick days, expulsions or suspensions. 

10. Pick up/drop off time estimates are +/- 15 minutes of scheduled time(s), 
based on traffic flow and weather conditions they are subject to change. 
Other unpredictable factors (bad traffic, accidents, children that are late 
etc.) may also cause delays on occasion. 

11. TransportME requires direct contact in the form of email, text or call to 
change the drop off location of your child at least 4 hours before your child 
boards the bus. Changes requested in less than this amount of time cannot 
be guaranteed. We will not accept change of drop off location from the 
student directly. Regardless of what the student says, if we have not gotten 
communication from you, they will be dropped off at the address you have 
previously provided. 



12. Any time that your child will not require transportation as scheduled, 
notification must be made to TransportME office no less than four (4) 
hours prior to the scheduled pick-up time to avoid delays in our schedule 
due to waiting for the student to come.  Parents/Caregiver/Legal guardian 
must email info@tranxportme.com or leave a voicemail or text at (701) 609-
4878 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.  For each failure to provide this 
notification there will be a $10.00 service charge on the following month’s 
invoice. 

13. If for some reason, TransportME fails to pick up your child due to an 
unplanned or emergency, you will be credited with that absence on your 
next statement. 

14. If your child rides with TransportME more times than this agreement 
specified, you will be billed for the additional trips at the applicable rates. 

15. All pickup and drop off times are estimates and subject to vary as our 
schedule changes. 

16. Students may occasionally be moved from one bus to another to 
accommodate changes in pick up areas. 

17. Please have the rider ready and waiting outside for our bus to ensure on-
time arrival at school/activity. 

18. Due to consideration for all our customers, maximum wait time at each stop 
is two (2) minutes. 

19. If a child is not at the agreed pick-up location, we will wait the 2 minutes 
and the vehicle will depart at the driver’s discretion. 

20. For accident or illness there will be no charge for the first incident as we 
understand things can happen with the children. Any further incidents 
however will incur $10 cleaning fee. 

21. TransportME is not liable for any lost or stolen items on our buses. We will 
do our best to find and return the lost items if we can find them, but we 
cannot guarantee that all items will be found. What your child brings with 
them is at your discretion. 

22. TransportME is not liable for the health, safety or welfare of your child 
once your child is dropped off at the agreed destination. 

23. Your request will ONLY be processed and a child’s place on the relevant 
bus allocated if this agreement is duly completed, signed and returned. 

24. Upon acceptance of this agreement, TransportME agrees to provide 
transportation to and/or from the designated locations and dates of service. 

25. TransportME reserves the right to cancel this agreement without notice at 
any time due to disciplinary problems with a child while riding our vehicles. 

26. No Guest Riders allowed on the bus due to liability purposes. We cannot 
transport any student not registered by their parent for our services. 
Anyone other than our registered and prepaid riders will be denied entry to 
the bus. Anyone who sneaks in guest rider on the bus, will incur a fee of $50 
for each guest rider. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bus Rules: 
 
 

1. The driver is in charge. He has discretion to assign seats at any time and all riders 
must follow their instructions and rules or be subject to disciplinary actions 
including but not limited to: Assigned seat, Suspension from riding, or being 
banned from the bus. There will be no credit for suspensions due to disciplinary 
problems. 

2.  If the bus is equipped with seat belts, students will always wear seat belts, except 
when getting on, or off the bus. 

3. No one should switch seats once they are seated on the bus unless directed to do 
so by the driver. Once you pick your seat, you stay in your seat until you get to 
your stop.  

4. Do not distract the driver. While we do encourage any problems being reported to 
the drivers, please wait until it is safe to do so, such as at a stop while the bus is 
not moving. 

5. Absolutely no standing while the bus is in motion. This creates a safety hazard and 
can also be a distraction to the driver.   

6. No Food or beverages allowed on the bus. This includes Gum and Candy as well. 
Exceptions will be made for water bottles (containing only water) and children who 
have medical conditions that require them to eat at a certain time (ex. Diabetics). 
Anyone breaking this rule will be charged a $20 cleaning fee for the time and 
materials needed to clean the bus. 

7. No Trading of any kind. This includes but is not limited to Pokémon cards, toys, 
food, clothes, etc. We are not responsible for any items that your child may lose 
due to failure to adhere to this rule. This has caused issues in the past with children 
arguing and fighting due to a trade they later regretted.   

8. Physical violence is prohibited from our busses. We will not punish someone who is 
acting in self-defense, but we do not condone any form of violence. Any fights will 
be stopped immediately, if possible, but police may be called depending on the 
severity. Students having been found to start a fight will be subject to disciplinary 
action.  

9. No Bullying. Anyone caught bullying any other students will be subject to 
disciplinary action.  

10. No Use of Profanity/Inappropriate Speech. This includes but is not limited to 
Swearing, Using hate speech, Sexual talk, lewd jokes, etc. 

11. DO NOT THROW ANYTHING INSIDE THE BUS! Throwing items around the bus 
is a hazard to everyone. It causes distractions to the driver and risks damage to 
the bus and injury to people in the path of the thrown objects. Anyone throwing 
objects is subject to disciplinary action. Anyone throwing something at the driver or 
windshield will be subject to immediate removal from the bus 

12. No Guest Riders. Due to liability purposes, we cannot transport any student not 
registered by their parent for our services. Anyone other than our registered and 
prepaid riders will be denied entry to the bus.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Waiver Liability 

Liability Waiver 
I (We) acknowledge that I (We) are making this agreement freely and voluntarily, and 
intend by purchasing, booking or reserving a ticket(s) or reservation(s) to completely and 
unconditionally release TransportME LLC of all liability in the event of the passenger 
failing to adhere to the bus safety rule and protocols. (Example: standing while the bus is 
in motion causing a fall that results in injury.) 

I (We) have read this agreement carefully, understand its terms, recognize that it 
constitutes a waiver of legal rights, and intend it to be enforceable to the greatest extent 
allowed by law. 

By submitting a school bus registration, I (We) agree to indemnify and hold harmless 
TransportME, its officers, agents, employees, assigns or anyone acting on its behalf from 
any and all liability, actions, damages and claims of any kind or nature whatsoever to our 
child/children during or in connection with said transportation. 

I (We) further agree that if I (We), or any of our successors assert any claim in 
contravention of this agreement, I (We) or our successors will be liable for the expenses, 
including legal fees incurred in defending such claim. 

_______________________________ 
Print Name of Legal Parent or Guardian 

___________________________ 
Legal Parent or Guidance Signature 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Home Page 

 

Change the Green Bus to Interior Party Bus Picture. Add a lot of videos and pictures of the party bus 
when the link is clicked on. 


